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ABOUT EverdreamSoft
EverdreamSoft (EDS) is a swiss-based company founded in 2010 by Shaban
Shaame as a game studio. Since 2014, EDS has been pioneering integration
and use of blockchain tools in the domain of gaming and digital collectibles.
With their mobile game Spells of Genesis, launched in 2017, EDS set a trend
of “true ownership” of digital assets.
EDS is also the creator of EverdreamSoft Crystal Suite, an integrated suite of
tools allowing you to explore, create, share and manage “Orbs” – rare digital
items (art, game items, collectibles) linked to blockchain tokens.
EverdreamSoft is also one the founding members of Blockchain Game Alliance
(BGA).
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Company Overview
Company Name: EverdreamSoft SA
Founding Date: October 1, 2010
CEO & Founder: Shaban SHAAME
Address: Rue Gourgas 3, 1205 Geneva, Switzerland
Company size: 10-50 employees
Website: everdreamsoft.com
Press Contact: Markéta KORTEOVÁ, m.korteova@everdreamsoft.com

Our Mission
Blockchain facilitator
EverdreamSoft aims to capitalize on the valuable experience acquired in the
field of blockchain implementation in games and share that knowledge. We aim
at facilitating the access and usage of blockchain technology for all the actors
in the game and entertainment industry.
Many tokens have been issued across multiple standards and technologies.
For the end-users, the necessity to use different tools may be confusing. The
game developers who want to integrate blockchain in their product need to
acquire an expertise related to the blockchain they have chosen first. It can
also be time consuming and expensive.
EverdreamSoft, with their Crystal Suite tools, allows game creators to create,
distribute or sell their assets and connect the game to the blockchain without
unnecessary technicalities. EDS offers one single place to create, store,
manage, exchange, buy and sell tokens across multiple blockchains.
By building an extra layer on top of different blockchains, Crystal Suite allows
to make an abstraction from all the technical specificities of each blockchain
and offers its users a simplified and unified experience.
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Our Products
EverdreamSoft Crystal Suite
Changing the way we own and co-create
EverdreamSoft Crystal Suite is an integrated suite of tools allowing you to
explore, create, share and manage “Orbs” - rare digital items (art, game items,
collectibles) linked to blockchain tokens. Crystal Suite is composed of seven
basic pillars that can be used as standalone products, or all together in order
to reach a higher efficiency.
Our B2C product line for players, collectors and digital art creators contains
Casa Tookan Wallet, Orb Explorer, Orb Creator and BitCrystals.
Our B2B line targeted at game creators and IP owners offers Crystal Spark,
Orb Share and Analyze module (code name).

Casa Tookan
Next-generation multi-chain wallet
Casa Tookan is the first wallet to offer its
users a fully integrated experience with no
difference between the chains and a DApp
browser with integrated newsreader.
Each user’s digital property (or “estate”) may
contain several “casas” – houses sheltering
their digital property. Each casa is composed
of a pair of Bitcoin and Ethereum addresses.
Other chains can be easily added in the
future.
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KEY FEATURES
MULTI-CHAIN
Casa Tookan Wallet is currently supporting BTC, ETH, ERC-20, ERC 721 and
Counterparty assets. More chains and token standards are going to be
implemented.
DAPP BROWSER
You can open your favorite games and other apps requiring Web3 connection
directly from their wallet.
NEWSREADER
Stay informed on the latest developments and projects of the crypto game
world. Check instantly your transaction history.
SECURITY
Casa Tookan Wallet is a secure non-custodian wallet: you are the only keeper
of your private keys and thus the only one who has access to your tokens and
blockchain collectibles.
CONVENIENCE
Instantly check your balance and transaction details
QR code to easily copy and share your address
Custom transaction fees
DESIGNED FOR GAMERS AND COLLECTORS
Casa Tookan Wallet features an enhanced view of art items and collectibles.
Released: September 2018
Platforms: iOS, Android
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Orb Explorer
Discover thousands of rare collectible “Orbs”
Discover thousands of rare collectible “Orbs”
scattered
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browser

bringing to the fore the artistic and visual
aspects of each “Orb”.

KEY FEATURES
Explore and discover thousands of Orbs
and assets across different blockchains
Browse collections of Orbs and assets
Show Orbs and assets balance of a chosen
address
See transaction history filtered by chain,
collection or address
Connection to Casa Tookan Wallet
Get detailed information about each collection and Orbs
Share your address or Casa balance with your friends
Customize the look of your address balance

WHAT IS AN “ORB”?
We make a difference between “Token”, “Asset” and “Orb”.
A token is a digital entity issued on a blockchain. A token contains blockchain
data only, such as the token name and supply.
An asset is additional information (meta-data) which can be added to the token
such as an image or in-game statistics.
An Orb is the combination of both elements above: a blockchain data
represented by a token and linked to a visual asset with some additional
information. One token can be part of several different Orbs (if combined with
different assets), and the same asset can be linked to several tokens and form
distinct Orbs.
Released: February 2020
Platforms: Web, DApp
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BiTCrystals
Cryptocurrency for gaming and collectibles
BitCrystals (BCY) is the currency in the heart
of the Crystals Suite ecosystem. BCY is the
exchange currency for the Spells of Genesis
blockchain assets, as well as for several other
collections such as CrystalsCraft, Gamicon,
AtOMo, Sarutobi or Skara.
MULTI-CHAIN CURRENCY?
BitCrystals (BCY) was issued in 2015 as a
token on Counterparty – a protocol running on
top of the Bitcoin blockchain.

In order to adapt the coin to our current multi-chain product strategy, we burnt
(destroyed) a certain amount of BCY on Bitcoin blockchain and reissued the
same amount on Ethereum as an ERC-20 token.
We will enable a cross-chain swap within Casa Tookan Wallet in order to allow
users to switch the chain they keep their currency on.
HISTORY
BitCrystals were issued in 2015 and used for one of the first successful ICOs.
From the initial supply of 100 000 000 units, 30% were kept by EverdreamSoft,
BitCrystals parent company, and the remaining 70% were offered on sale
during the “BitCrystals Token Sale”, the ICO ran back in 2015. After the end of
the ICO, the unsold BCY – 55 566 099 – were burnt. The remaining supply
keeps decreasing thanks to the regular monthly burns.
MARKET
Currently, BitCrystals can be traded on Alterdice exchange or bought directly
from us on the BitCrystals Official Store.
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Crystal Spark
Build your game on blockchain
Crystals Spark is a set of tools for developers
– multi-chain API, open source code packages
and tutorials.
For over 5 years, we’ve been working on a
backend server to connect blockchain to our
games. With Spells of Genesis, EverdreamSoft
has

been

at

the

forefront

of

blockchain

technology.
Now we are opening our technology to thirdparty developers allowing any company, small
or big, to leverage blockchain potential with
Released: November 2019

very few lines of code.

API
The API is specific for art games and collectibles business vertical. It allows
game creators and IP owners to easily issue, sell, monitor their collectible
assets. The API also allows to easily integrate those assets in a game.
THE MULTI BLOCKCHAIN SERVER
Our server is blockchain agnostic. It adds a level of abstraction over the
different blockchains. A developer can easily apply his software use cases on
multiple blockchains without the need to make any costly change in his
program workflow.
Crystals Spark allows companies who want to enter blockchain to save time
and money by:
Simplifying the access to blockchain technology so they can focus on their
area of expertise instead of blockchain technicalities.
Switching and leveraging advantage of different blockchain technologies
without additional costs.
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ORB CREATOr
Issue your OWN ORBs on the blockchain
Issue your game or art item as an Orb – rare
blockchain collectible or NFT.
Orb Creator allows anyone to issue tokens on
the blockchain of their choice, to link a game
item or art to it and issue it as an Orb.
Orb Creator can be used by game makers,
artists or for marketing purposes.
Release: TBD
Platforms: Web, DApp

Spells of Genesis
The very first blockchain-based mobile game
As the first blockchain-based mobile game ever made, Spells of Genesis (SoG)
combines trading card game (TCG) functionalities with the point-and-shoot
aspects of arcade games. The early development started in 2014 but it's in
2015, after a successful crowdfunding campaign that gathered around 300,000
USD, that the project gained traction and was finally officially released in 2017.
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GAMEPLAY
Players have to collect and combine cards to create the strongest deck in
order to fight their enemies in a series of battles. Associating deck-building
strategy with an easy and intuitive gameplay, Spells of Genesis has already
attracted numerous players around the world. Today, the game is surrounded
and supported by a strong community of players and fans.
CARDS
Two types of cards are used in Spells of Genesis: in-game cards and
blockchain cards.
REWARDS
Players earn gold coins and crystals. Cards can be “crystallized” to update the
strongest cards of the player’s deck. Players can also purchase gems to
summon Rare, Epic or Legendary cards.
MAPS & LEVELS
The main map is the land of Askian, one of the territories of the fantasy world
of Moonga. To this day, players can enjoy 30 levels in the land of Askian. More
levels and maps will be released in future updates & extensions.
BLOCKCHAINIZATION
Blockchainization is the process of converting in-game cards into blockchainbased digital assets. In other words, players who have fused four cards
together and levelled up the fused card to its maximum power will be able to
export it from the game into their own digital wallets. EverdreamSoft is the first
gaming studio to propose those features to its users.
TRANSLATIONS
The game has been translated in English, French, German, Italian, Arabic,
Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Turkish, Japanese, Korean and Chinese.
Released: April 2017
Platforms: iOS, Android
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Our Team
Shaban Shaame
Founder & CEO
Pioneering

the

use

of

blockchain

in

the

gaming

industry, he has over 8-years experience in the field of
«blockchainization of digital assets».

Markéta Korteová
COO
Over 5-years experience in blockchain collectibles
(NFTs) marketing & management.

Elodie Bastide

Théau roffaT

Community Manager

Back-end Developer

Mila Saqipi

Elodie Bastide

Project Coordinator
& Developer

Accounting &
Administrative Officer
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Press Coverage
A few Articles mentioning our work
"EverdreamSoft CEO Shaban Shaame on the value of NFTs in games"
– by Brian Baglow, PocketGamer.biz (June 2021)
“It’s hard to put in words how life-changing blockchain technology will
be”
– by James Batchelor, Gamesindustry.biz (Feb 2018)
“RareAF Talks: Shaban Shaame, Spells of Genesis”
– by RareAFTalks (Jan 2018)
"How blockchain deals with the gaming industry’s troubles"
– by Ben Dickson, TheNextWeb (March 2017)
"BitCrystals, the first fully functional gaming token in the world"
– by NewsBTC (February 2017)
“Blockchain-Based project ORB to Offer Cross-Gaming Capability”
– by Bitcoinist.net (Sep 2016)
“Project ORB Will Focus On Tradable Blockchain-Based In-Game Items”
– by JP Buntix, The Merkle (Sep 2016)
“EXCLUSIVE: Interview with Shaban Shaame from EverdreamSoft”
– by Andrew Wagner, News BTC (2015)
“Upcoming ‘Spells of Genesis’ Is the First Game to Use Blockchain for its
In-Game Economy”
– by Eli Hodapp, toucharcade (Feb 2015)
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LINKS
EverdreamSoft
Website: everdreamsoft.com
Twitter: twitter.com/everdreamsoft
Facebook: facebook.com/EverdreamSoft/
Blog: medium.com/everdreamsoft
Linkedin: linkedin.com/company/everdreamsoft
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/Everdreamsoft
Telegram: https://t.me/EverdreamSoft

Projects
Crystal Suite: crystalsuite.com
Spells of Genesis: spellsofgenesis.com

Press Contact
For all inquiries concerning EverdreamSoft or its projects, please contact:
Markéta KORTEOVÁ, COO
m.korteova@everdreamsoft.com

Official Logos & images
Feel free to use the official logos and images found in this folder:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LKvGJgWsj6GgVaKrCfgs5QsXqVcTU76f
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